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§
As for the other colonies, the harsh natures of the climate
and of the men of New England—more the latter than the
former—made kitchen gardening an almost unknown
growth until quite recent days. Vines were grown by order
from England in Massachusetts until about 1640, but
gardening was considered to be fit only for women; and the
New England women would seem to have preferred growing
simples, potherbs, and flowers. In Pennsylvania, too, the
women grew flowers, boasting by the end of the seventeenth
century that they had "most of the garden herbs and flowers
of England/* but kitchen gardening was mostly left to the
Pennsylvania Dutch. Indeed, it is probable that if the Eastern
States had any kitchen gardens or flowers at all that art was
taught them or filtered through to them from the Holland
Dutch of New Jersey whose descendants—as we shall see—
are still the most skilful and industrious small-truck farmers
in that State. They introduced into New Amsterdam "red,
white, and carmelian roses, gilli-flowers, tulips, white lilies,
marigolds, and garden violets," and Manhattan was covered
with flourishing and sometimes formally elegant flower
and herb gardens.
§
But, in general, except for the Pennsylvania Dutch, large-
scale agriculture in the Thirteen Colonies was a rough and
shockingly ignorant affair even when the colonists were left
to themselves. The plough was almost unknown until the
middle of the eighteenth century; seeds—even wheat—
were sown after scratching the surface of the ground with
tree-tops.
In addition the constant interference of the home Govern-
ment and the continual running across the land of crazes
for non-economic but meretriciously attractive crops dis-
couraged working growers. As Mr. Egglesden puts it:
"For more than a hundred and sixty years, down to the very
outbreak of the Revolution, persevering efforts were made by
kings, privy councils, parliaments, governors, proprietaries,
provincial councils, legislative assemblies, noblemen, philosophers

